
DANCE PARTY ENTERTAINMENT

www.dancepartentertainment.com

 

 info@dancepartyentertainment.com

 

 

(470) 963-4660

 



We’ll take care of all of the audio for your ceremony. Including seating music,

pre-recessional music. We have Lapel and Handheld microphones available. 

We will happy to provide additional instrument inputs for instrumentalist and/or

vocalist. 

 

We’ll also provide your videographers with a dedicated audio feed.

$250
Wedding Ceremony

Cocktail hour is included with everyone of our Reception packages.

We will provide separate sound for the cocktail area.

We will DJ and Emcee through the reception.  

We will do our part to guide the party through the special moments and keep

your guest engaged



Reception Packages

The Dogwood
We know you want a good time!

We have your DJ/MC covered.

We will bring quality sound as we would with any of our packages.

We will pack "lite" on the lighting and save you some needed “honeymoon” money.

$1325

The Savannah

You will have the most electric dance floor with Dance Floor lighting that

"moves" and "shakes" just as you and your guest will.  

In addition we will place lighting around the room to enhance the venue with

your pre-selected colors or match the effect of the dance floor.

Haze/Fog machines (2)

The Savannah, our most popular package, is a necessity for creating an

atmosphere that celebrates your special day. With this package a DJ/MC will be

with you for the entire reception.  We are there until the party ends. 

$1650

We offer three convenient packages for you to choose between

The Charleston
Lightscaping placed around your venue.

We are going bring 2 of the fancy moving lights

We will bring our Haze/Fog machines (2)

We will bring CO2 cannons.

You will feel like an "Angel" while you Dance on the clouds. 

We are going to put your name front and center, just like Hollywood, with our

Monograms

All the bells and whistles in one convenient package! 

$2850



Special Effects and Add-Ons

Indoor Fireworks
(Cold Sparkler Fountains/No heat)

Do you want the indoor fireworks

to highlight your first dance or

celebrate your special moments?

Ideal for venues that do not

allows sparklers

This is a great effect to make your

moments special.

 

$450 (2 fountains)

$650 (4 fountains)

 

Dancing On Clouds
A layer of fog will fill the dance

floor and create an atmosphere

as your first dance takes place.

 

$700 (2 machines)

 

Up-lighting
We can provide lighting to

enhance the venue with accent

lighting placed around the room.

 

$250 (8 fixtures)

$350 (12 fixtures)

$450 (16 fixtures)
 

Monograms
Your names shining bright and

projected for everyone to see.

Our monograms are custom

created so everyone will know,    

"this is your moment"

 

$350

CO2 Cannons
A blast of CO2 for the high impact

moments.

 

$225

(470) 963-4660
www.dancepartentertainment.com

Any special effect can be added to any package.
 


